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Genetic algorithms (GAs) have demonstrated success in solving spatial forest planning problems. We present an adaptive GA
that incorporates population-level statistics to dynamically update penalty functions, a process analogous to strategic oscillation
from the tabu search literature. We also explore performance of various selection strategies. The GA identified feasible solutions
within 96%, 98%, and 93% of a nonspatial relaxed upper bound calculated for landscapes of 100, 500, and 1000 units, respectively.
The problem solved includes forest structure constraints limiting harvest opening sizes and requiring minimally sized patches of
mature forest. Results suggest that the dynamic penalty strategy is superior to the more standard static penalty implementation.
Results also suggest that tournament selection can be superior to the more standard implementation of proportional selection for
smaller problems, but becomes susceptible to premature convergence as problem size increases. It is therefore important to balance
selection pressure with appropriate disruption. We conclude that integrating intelligent search strategies into the context of genetic
algorithms can yield improvements and should be investigated for future use in spatial planning with ecological goals.
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1. Introduction

Forest planning is becoming increasingly complicated as
managers and decision-makers are increasingly incorpo-
rating explicit spatial representations of their planning
problems [1]. Thus the design and improvement of solu-
tion techniques remain an important avenue of research
(e.g., multiple objectives [2–4], even-flow constraints [5,
6], creation/retention of contiguous mature forest patches
[7–10], maintenance of a shifting mosaic of age classes
across the landscape [11]). For instance, development of
solution techniques for harvest scheduling problems where
the maximum opening size is limited has received a great
deal of attention in the forest planning literature (e.g.,
[12–23]). Though recent advancements in exact methods
permit the solution of some moderate to large instances
of area-restricted models [24, 25], in practice heuristic
approaches are more common, especially for problems with
spatial concerns beyond harvest openings [26]. Thus there
remains interest in the use of heuristic algorithms to quickly

generate feasible, high-quality solutions to more complex
problems with economic and ecological goals.

One area of interest in spatial forest planning is facil-
itating sustainable management under the auspices of
certification programs (e.g., [25]) and/or forest practice
regulations (e.g., [27–30]). Heuristics such as simulated
annealing (SA), tabu search (TS), and genetic algorithms
(GAs) have been successfully applied to solve complex,
spatial forest planning problems [1]. In particular, GAs have
shown promise for spatial forest planning problems [4, 31–
37]; use of GA has also proven successful for nonspatial
forest planning [6, 38]. Other algorithms similarly based
on evolutionary concepts have also been demonstrated to
perform well (e.g., [39, 40]). The success of GA can in part be
attributed to the diversity of solution space that is explored
by searching neighborhoods of an entire population rather
than of a single solution. Previous research has emphasized
the importance of promoting diversity in the search process
[22] and demonstrated the importance of using complicated
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neighborhood structures in spatial forest planning [16, 41,
42].

Genetic algorithms are stochastic optimization proce-
dures that mimic biological evolution, in particular the
concept of natural selection [43]. Candidate solutions are
modeled as members of a population competing for survival
based upon fitness values (objective functions). Over genera-
tions (iterations) it is expected that the population will evolve
to be composed of more fit individuals, ideally containing
the global optimum. The canonical genetic algorithm [44]
mimics evolution via three basic operations: selection,
recombination, and mutation. With selection, chromosomes
are preferentially chosen to enter the mating pool based upon
their fitness values. Once in the mating pool, solutions are
stochastically perturbed via recombination and mutation,
then passed on to the next generation.

Selection can exert disproportionate influence on algo-
rithm performance because it biases the search for high-
fitness solutions and drives convergence of the problem
[45]. Absent other evolutionary operators, use of selection
alone would eventually result in the complete takeover of
the population by a dominant individual. The time required
for takeover reflects the selection pressure of the particular
selection mechanism used. Higher selection pressures result
in lower takeover times, and vice versa. Critical to perfor-
mance therefore is the selection pressure: if pressure is too
high premature convergence to a local optimum becomes
likely, and if pressure is too low convergence may prove
slow [46].

Beyond identification of appropriate evolutionary mech-
anisms, another important decision in the design of a GA
(or any other heuristic) is how to handle infeasible solutions.
One option is to constrain the search by requiring feasi-
bility as a precondition for population membership. Crowe
and Nelson [22] however found that retaining feasibility
can severely limit neighborhood searches, and Hertz and
Widmer [47] argued that penalty functions are necessary
to promote diversity in highly constrained combinatorial
optimization problems. Lockwood and Moore [21] paired
a combinatorial heuristic (SA) with penalty functions to
generate feasible solutions for harvest scheduling with
spatial constraints. More recently, Falcão and Borges [34]
applied penalty values for forest planning problems using
a GA. Others to use penalty constraints in forest planning
applications, though not in all cases for spatial constraints,
include Richards and Gunn [48, 49], Falcão and Borges [38],
Boston and Bettinger [18], and Brumelle et al. [50]. Falcão
and Borges [38] recommended future research on the use of
dynamic penalty functions within a GA.

In this paper we explore the performance of various
selection and penalty strategies. In particular we focus on
tournament selection, in which solutions directly compete
to enter the mating pool. By changing the number of
competitors per tournament we are able to experiment
with varying levels of selection pressure. Additionally, we
experiment with static and dynamic penalty functions. In
the latter method, population-level information is used to
dynamically update penalty function parameters in order to
oscillate around constraint boundaries.

We consider three landscapes of increasing size to
examine possible trends between selection pressure, penalty
method, and problem complexity. For our analysis we
consider a planning environment in which the landowner
wishes to achieve certification, the standards for which
are roughly representative of the Pacific Coast Standards,
Forest Stewardship Council [51]. To seek optimal plans
that maximize net present value while retaining contiguous
patches of mature forest and limiting harvest area sizes,
we employ a variety of GA manifestations. Our decision to
investigate modifying the GA is motivated by documented
improvements in solution quality obtained from thoughtful
modification to other canonical metaheuristic frameworks
[8, 13, 34, 38, 49].

Below we present the problem formulation and describe
our algorithmic and experimental designs, focusing on
selection and penalty strategies. We then present experi-
mental results, discuss algorithmic performance, and offer
suggestions for future research.

2. Problem Formulation

The formulation we present below draws from the work of
Martins et al. [7], Murray et al. [25], and Caro et al. [8]. The
work of Murray et al. [25] in turn draws from the seminal
work of Goycoolea et al. [24], who show that under certain
circumstances a priori enumeration of cutting blocks (and
old-growth patches) enables efficient computation through
the use of cluster-packing formulations. These formulations
constitute extensions to the area-restricted model, wherein
smaller planning units can be aggregated into larger con-
tiguous cutting blocks [17]. Of course, with a heuristic
framework enumeration of feasible blocks is not necessary,
but we opt to present the state-of-the-art mathematical
formulation. Our heuristic instead uses a depth-first search
technique to determine whether contiguous harvested/un-
harvested blocks are feasible with respect to opening size/old-
growth patch constraints. This enables far larger problems to
be solved; Murray et al. [25] state that computing capacities
limited their method to enumeration of blocks including
at most eight harvest units. Martins et al. [7] note that,
for problems with opening size and old-growth constraints,
the number of variables increases exponentially with the
number of stands, precluding the use of exact methods. This
sentiment is echoed by Weintraub and Murray [26], who
state that for problems with old-growth patches heuristic
approaches are required.

The model parameters and variables are defined as

CB: cutting block, a set of contiguous harvest units whose
total area is less than the maximum opening size;

i: index of harvest units;

l, j: index of cutting blocks;

r: index of old growth patches;

t,u: index of planning periods;

L: set of cutting blocks whose total area is less than the
maximum opening size;
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R: set of old growth patches whose total area is greater
than the minimum patch size;

Nl: set of cutting blocks adjacent to cutting block l;

Ωl: set of cutting blocks incompatible with cutting block
l, defined as

Ωl =
[
j | (CBl ∩ CBj /=∅)∪ j ∈ Nl

]
; (1)

Si: set of cutting blocks containing unit i;

OGit: set of old growth patches containing unit i in period
t;

pit: net present value of harvesting unit i in period t;

αl: area of cutting block l;

ar : area of old growth patch r;

A: maximum average opening size;

MO: minimum allowable acreage assigned to old growth
status;

Xlt: binary variable indicating whether cutting block l ∈
L is harvested in period t;

Yrt: binary variable indicating whether contiguous patch
r ∈ R is assigned old-growth status in period t;

Z: objective function value (net present value)

max Z =
∑

t

∑

l

(
∑

i∈CBl
pit

)

Xlt. (2)

Subject to

∑

t

∑

l∈Si
Xlt ≤ 1, ∀i, (3)

t∑

u=1

∑

l∈Si
Xlu +

∑

r∈OGit

Yrt ≤ 1, ∀i, t, (4)

Xlt + Xjt ≤ 1, ∀t, l, j ∈ Ωl, (5)
∑

l

(A− αl)Xlt ≥ 0, ∀t, (6)
∑

r

arYrt ≥MO, ∀t, (7)

Xlt ∈ {0, 1} ∀l,
Yrt ∈ {0, 1} ∀r, ∀t. (8)

Equation (2) presents the objective function to maximize
total net present value from harvest of feasible cutting
blocks. Constraints (3) ensure that no unit can be harvested
more than once over the planning horizon. Constraints (4)
ensure that a unit cannot be included in an old-growth
patch if it has already been harvested and limit a unit to
membership in at most one harvest block or old-growth
patch. Constraints (5) prevent the harvest of incompatible
cutting blocks in any period. Incompatible cutting blocks
are those blocks that either share a common unit or contain
adjacent units, which if harvested in the same period might
violate opening size limits (see definition of Ω). If not, their
entirety would be accounted for in a separate feasible cutting

block, and Constraints (3) ensure that at most one of those
cutting blocks would be scheduled for harvest. If we assume
the green-up length is our period length, this formulation
satisfies any green-up constraints as well. Constraints (6)
limit the average opening size; here we diverge from the
Murray et al. [25] formulation by limiting the average
opening size by period, not across periods. Constraints (7)
ensure that the total area of all feasible old-growth patches
exceeds the minimum size requirement. Lastly, Constraints
(8) ensure that the decision variables remain binary.

3. Algorithm Design

In the following subsections we present our algorithmic
design choices and explain their conceptual foundations.
Unless otherwise stated, much of this review stems from
three excellent sources: Osyczka [52], Bäck et al. [53], and
Dumitrescu et al. [45].

3.1. Selection Strategies. There are three standard selection
schemes: proportional, ranking, and tournament selection.
In proportional selection, the most common scheme, indi-
viduals are chosen to enter the mating pool according to a
probability that reflects an individual’s relative fitness. Often
this entails simply calculating the ratio of an individual’s
fitness to the sum total of the population. Proportional
selection can be plagued by convergence issues. At one end of
the spectrum is premature convergence, which could occur
where a single highly fit individual dominates selection into
the mating pool. Conversely, slow convergence could occur
when a population is sufficiently homogenous to result in
minimal selection pressure. To avoid convergence issues a
scaling transformation can be used. Scaling transformations
modify fitness values according to a user-defined function;
common forms include linear, power law, and logarithmic
scaling. For minimization problems or for problems where
fitness values may be negative, such as when employing
penalty functions, scaling is also necessary. The transforma-
tion mechanism can be static (independent of generation) or
dynamic.

Ranking selection schemes also assign selection probabil-
ities, but based on a chromosome’s rank ordering of fitness
rather than the actual (or scaled) fitness value. Relative to
proportional selection, ranking selection reduces selection
pressure when fitness variance is high and increases selection
pressure when the variance is low. Ranking schemes can
avoid premature convergence and eliminate the need to scale
fitness values, but can be computationally expensive because
of the need to sort populations.

Once selection probabilities have been assigned, some
sampling method is required to populate the mating pool.
Most common is a method known as Roulette Wheel
Selection (RWS), where in order to select n possible chro-
mosomes, n spins of a biased roulette wheel are made. An
alternate method is Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS),
where the biased roulette wheel is spun only once. SUS is
associated with increased efficiency and reduced variance in
the number of offspring assigned to individuals. Yet a third
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method, RWS/Uniform, selects one parent using the roulette
wheel, which is then paired with a second parent selected
according to a uniform distribution [44]. The sampling
approaches SUS, RWS, and RWS/Uniform are suitable for
proportional and ranking selection methods.

In tournament selection, individuals are randomly cho-
sen to directly compete for entry into the mating pool.
The number of individuals competing in each tournament
is referred to as q (q-ary tournament) and q is commonly
set to 2 (binary tournament). Selection pressure increases
as q increases. Tournaments can be either deterministic, in
which the superior solution is always selected, or stochastic,
in which inferior solutions may be probabilistically chosen
over superior alternatives. A special case of the latter is
a Boltzmann tournament, which has clear similarities to
simulated annealing. Advantages to tournament selection
include efficient time complexity, especially if implemented
in parallel, low susceptibility to takeover by dominant
individuals, and no requirement for fitness scaling or sorting.
Tournament selection is thought to accelerate the process of
evolution and may yield better solutions.

Goldberg and Deb [54] performed a comparative analysis
of the selection schemes we are addressing. They found
that ranking and tournament selection outperformed pro-
portional selection in terms of maintaining steady pres-
sure toward convergence. They further demonstrated that
linear ranking selection and stochastic binary tournament
selection have identical expectations, but recommended
binary tournament selection because of its more efficient
time complexity. Per generation, proportional selection with
RWS has a time complexity of O(n2), though that can be
reduced to O(n logn) using a binary search mechanism,
where n refers to the population size and O() the time
complexity of the particular selection algorithm. Use of
the SUS sampling scheme can further reduce proportional
selection time complexity to O(n). Rank-based selection is
O(n logn) to sort plus the selection time, which can range
from O(n) to O(n2). Lastly, tournament selection has time
complexity O(n).

In addition to multiple selection schemes there exist
multiple metastrategies for the selection operator. These
include decisions of whether to employ elitism and genera-
tional versus nongenerational models. With elitism the best
individual(s) from each generation are kept to be passed on
to future generations. In some respects elitism is analogous to
the intensification phase of TS. By passing on a high-quality
solution to the next generation, elitism ensures further search
of that solution and its neighbors. In generational selection
a newly created population replaces that which created
it, as opposed to limiting the number of recombinations
and replacements per cycle. The generational model is
considered more appropriate for optimization [55]. Use
of elitism or nongenerational models necessitates selection
of an appropriate replacement strategy, which itself has
numerous options, such as replacement of the worst and
replacement of the oldest.

Within the forest planning literature most applications
have used some form of proportional or rank-based selec-
tion. Table 1 presents a nonexhaustive review of selection

schemes used in forest planning applications. “Modified
RWS” refers to what essentially amounts to a scaling mech-
anism developed by Falcão and Borges [38] to reduce the
probability of selecting less fit individuals. In general, most
applications employ elitism and use the generational model.
We found that few authors investigated the performance
of alternate selection schemes. Some present instances of
GAs that include functionality for multiple selection schemes
but do not report comparative results (e.g., [36, 56]).
Interestingly, few authors considered using SUS to speed
up the process of probability-based selection methods, even
though some commented on the slow performance of GA.

During preliminary experimentation we examined a
wide range of possible selection strategies and compared
solution quality and time. We tested our model formulation
on a small 50-unit landscape adapted from the Daniel Pickett
Forest Problem [57]. At this stage we were more interested in
identifying the relative merits of the various selection strate-
gies than in validating the heuristic. Results indicated that
tournament selection was the superior strategy, achieving the
highest solution qualities with low computing times. There
emerged a clear pattern of improving performance with
increasing competitors per tournament. Rank-based selec-
tion also achieved high-quality solutions, but at significantly
larger computing times, which we attribute to the need to
sort the population each generation. These findings agreed
with that of Goldberg and Deb [54].

After analyzing the initial results from the small 50-unit
landscape we identified proportional selection and deter-
ministic tournament (DT) selection for additional experi-
mentation. We consider proportional selection to represent
the more standard implementation as used by researchers
(see Table 1). We opted for the SUS sampling scheme in
recognition of the possible computational improvements.
Our rationale for selecting DT schemes was threefold: (1)
DT outperformed ranking selection methods in terms of
solution quality and computational effort, (2) DT yielded the
best absolute objective function values, and (3) DT did not
require identification of additional model parameters (initial
temperature and cooling rate) required for a stochastic
tournament.

In total we developed four tournament strategies for
experimentation, two of which were static and two dynamic.
The static selection schemes employ different tournament
sizes: q = 2 (binary) and q = 7. In the first dynamic scheme
q is randomly assigned each generation, thereby creating a
search trajectory with fluctuating selection pressure. This
is similar in some respects to use of random tabu tenure
(e.g., [8]). We sampled q from a uniform distribution over
the range [2,10]. The second dynamic scheme attempts to
accelerate evolution by increasing selection pressure over
time. We implemented a simple rule whereby q switches from
2 to 7 after the generation count exceeds one-third of the
maximum allowable generations. If the size of q was instead
updated according to population-based information, this
technique would be similar to reactive tabu search, wherein
the tabu list size is dynamically updated [48, 58].

All selection strategies we used were elitist and gen-
erational. The size of the elitism archive was set to one,
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Table 1: Various selection schemes implemented in the forest planning literature. RWS stands for roulette wheel sampling.

Scheme Details Source

Proportional
RWS Palahı́ et al. [33]; Boston and Bettinger [30]

Modified RWS Falcão and Borges [34, 38]

RWS/uniform Bettinger et al. [42]

Rank
RWS Dewey et al. [56]; Lu and Eriksson [35]

RWS/uniform Pukkala and Kurttila [31]

Tournament Binary, deterministic Ducheyne et al. [6]

meaning only the best solution was retained to be passed to
the next generation. Our replacement strategy removed the
worst chromosome in the population and in its place inserted
the solution from the elitist archive. We also employed an
elitist feasibility archive, containing the best feasible solution
found. If at the end of the run the best overall solution found
was not feasible, the solution from the feasibility archive was
reported instead. This ensures all runs output feasible, high-
quality solutions.

3.2. Penalty Functions. Use of penalty functions requires
slight modifications to the mathematical formulation as
presented above. Let x0 represent a candidate solution, and
let gkt(x0) represent constraint k in period t. Reformulate the
constraints to the form gkt(x0) ≤ 0, so that a positive value
indicates infeasibility. Now define a transformation function
h(x0) as in (9), and further define some penalty function
θ(h(x0)). Whenever constraints are violated (g(x0) > 0)
the penalty function is invoked and the objective function
reduced accordingly. Equation (10) presents the new objec-
tive function:

h(x0) =
{
g(x0) if g(x0) > 0,

0 otherwise,
(9)

max Z′ =
∑

t

∑

l

(
∑

i∈l
pit

)

Xlt −
∑

k

∑

t

θk
(
hkt(x0)

)
. (10)

The penalty function θ(h(x0)) is a simple linear function
of the magnitude of the constraint violation (11). In the static
penalty approach cj was set to roughly 5% of the estimated
trivial upper bound (TUB) using methods described below
(see Section 4 ):

θk(h(x0)) = ckhkt(x0), ∀ j, t. (11)

In the dynamic penalty approach the penalty parameter
ck varies across generations. Our parameter updating scheme
is an adaptation of a TS concept known as strategic
oscillation [48, 49, 59, 60], where penalty term coefficients
are dynamically adjusted according to running tallies on
solution feasibility. The penalty term ck is initially set to
some upper bound, then halved every time Mk consecutive
solutions have been feasible with respect to constraint k,
or doubled after Mk consecutive infeasible solutions. Of
course, the choice of Mk can affect algorithm performance,
and too small a value may hinder diversification. Gendreau

et al. [59] however reported that their tabu search algorithm
was relatively insensitive to the value of Mk. The intent
of strategic oscillation is to control the direction of search
so that the solution space examined moves in and out of
feasibility near constraint boundaries to facilitate exploration
of active constraints.

For the population-based GA we instead update penalty
parameters according to running tallies incremented when a
certain percentage of the population is feasible. This requires
identification of an additional parameter: Prk, the threshold
for the proportion of the population that is feasible with
respect to constraint k, beyond which Mk is updated. In
our implementation we arrived at values of 25 for Mk,
and 50% for Prk after initial experimentation. The upper
bound for ck was set to roughly 10% of the estimated
TUB. After penalties were levied some fitness values became
negative, so it was necessary to scale solutions in order
to apply proportional selection. We opted for a dynamic
scaling mechanism, wherein the entire populations’ fitness
values are increased according to the fitness of the worst
individual. Algorithm 1 displays the general outline of this
dynamic penalty method, plus an overview of the genetic
algorithm.

3.3. Diversity Preserving Mechanisms. Recombination and
mutation promote diversity in the solution space, serving
to counterbalance selection pressure and avoid premature
convergence. With recombination, solutions in the mating
pool are probabilistically assigned to be either transferred
into the next generation as is, or to mate with another
solution. Mating swaps genes between parents to generate
two new offsprings in a process called crossover. Mutation
alters solutions by randomly changing alleles to values that
may not have been possible through inheritance alone.
Traditionally recombination has been the primary driver of
solution disruption, with mutation playing more of a back-
ground role. Though disruption is an important process, too
much random perturbations can effectively result in random
search and may lead to poorer performance. Because of our
focus on selection, we kept our exploration of recombination
and mutation strategies to a minimum. To avoid excessive
disruption from recombination we only employed 1-point
crossover recombination, although with a relatively high
mating probability of 60% and a mutation rate of 1%. As
with issues relating to selection and penalty strategies, these
values were arrived at after initial experimentation.
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Canonical Genetic Algorithm
P0 ← Initialize Population()
Evaluate Fitness(P0)
While (! Termination Criteria)
P1 ← Selection(P0)
P2 ← Recombination(P1)
P0 ←Mutation(P2)
Evaluate Fitness(P0)

Evaluate Fitness(P)
Calculate NPV(P)
Calculate Penalty(P)

Calculate Penalty(P)
For (All constraints k)

If (Percent Infeas(k) ≥ Prk)
Infeas Count++
Feas Count = 0

Else
Infeas Count = 0
Feas Count++

If (Infeas Count ≥Mk)
ck = ck ∗ 2

If (Feas Count ≥Mk)
ck = ck ∗ 1/2

For (All solutions x in P)
θ(h(x)) = ckh(x)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the genetic algorithm, plus fitness
and penalty evaluation functions. The canonical genetic algorithm
mimics evolution via three basic operations: selection, recombina-
tion, and mutation. Fitness evaluation consists of calculating net
present value and then levying penalties. This algorithm displays
the dynamic penalty approach, which is modeled after strategic
oscillation. For each constraint k, the penalty coefficient ck is
increased (decreased) according to a running tally on the number
of consecutive generations in which the population is infeasible
(feasible). For the static penalty approach, the penalty coefficient
ck remains constant across generations.

3.4. Chromosome Representation. Solutions are represented
as chromosomes, which are comprised of genes, the biologic
analog for decision variables. Alleles are the actual values
genes may take. Though various methods exist to codify deci-
sion variables within the chromosome, a suitable approach is
to use integer coding, where the integer value corresponds
to the specific management prescriptions assigned to each
unit [38]. In our representation, a chromosome consists of n
genes, where n is the number of harvest units. For a problem
with a planning horizon of t periods, alleles can take values
in the range [0, t], indicating either a no harvest option
or the period in which a unit is harvested. Our heuristic
implementation therefore has n integer decision variables
(n(t+ 1) binary decision variables), which is significantly less
than in the exact formulation above.

3.5. Population Size. Population size can significantly impact
algorithm performance and is therefore an important choice
in design. Too small populations may insufficiently span

the solution space, while larger populations may lead to
poor computational efficiency [44]. For instance, Falcão and
Borges [38] reported that initial experimentation with pop-
ulations larger than 50 chromosomes slowed convergence
rates without improving performance. Reeves [44] suggested
that population sizes as low as 30 chromosomes can be
adequate, and in fact this population size was chosen by
Pukkala and Kurttila [31] as well as Falcão and Borges
[34, 38]. Venema et al. [32] and Dewey et al. [56] used slightly
larger populations of 40 and 50 chromosomes, respectively.
As with diversity preserving mechanisms, we limited our
exploration of population size. To facilitate exploration of
the solution space while limiting computational effort we
opted for a modestly large population of 50 chromosomes,
kept constant across problem size. As with other decisions in
heuristic design, this choice reflects a compromise between
quality and computational effort.

3.6. Stopping Criterion. Though it is generally expected
that with additional generations solution quality improves,
marginal gains decrease and may eventually asymptote [38].
Typically genetic algorithms terminate after a predetermined
number of generations have passed (e.g., [31]) or after
a sequence of consecutive generations without objective
function improvement (e.g., [32, 42]). Alternatively, the
algorithm can terminate after the population is sufficiently
homogenized, as measured by objective function variance.
Due to the varying pressures of the selection strategies
employed we would expect populations to converge at
different times (generation counts) for different strategies.
As we were interested in the temporal (generational) per-
formance of the various selection strategies, we opted to
use a maximum generation count as a stopping criterion.
Looking at the strategies’ performance at different points in
time enables us to compare convergence properties from a
common perspective.

4. Experimental Design

We examined heuristic performance across three simulated
landscapes of increasing size (100, 500, 1000 units), over 5
planning periods of length 5 years. We generated landscapes
to obtain complete datasets (e.g., all polygons contained
fixed and known values), rather than using operational
datasets for our comparative study. For each landscape,
we randomly generated polygon centers (e.g., landings) in
R2. We then used the deldir () package [61] of the R
statistical software [62] to obtain a set of convex polygons
from the resulting Voronoi diagrams [63]. Current age
classes were assigned to each polygon using a uniform
random sample. The uniformity of the age class is thought
to be representative of a fully regulated ownership, now
transitioning to a distribution comprised of more mature
forest to achieve certification. Finally, current and future
conditions for each treatment unit were defined using the
yield function similar to the growth function developed by
[64]: V(y) = ∑y

i=0 e
2.9∗log(i)−0.001i2 , where y is the age, in

periods, of the stand since planting and V(y) are mbf/acre.
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Table 2 presents the details of the simulated landscapes.
In all instances the maximum opening size was set to 48.56 ha
(120 ac), the maximum average opening size to 32.37 ha
(80 ac), the minimum acreage for an eligible contiguous
old-growth patch 8.09 ha (20 ac), and the planning horizon
extended 5 periods. Forest units were considered eligible
for recruitment into old-growth patches if they were at
least 80 years old. MO represents the minimum acreage in
old-growth patches across the landscape, which varied with
landscape. TUB stands for the trivial upper bound, which can
be estimated using the methods outlined in Caro et al. [8].
In the linear program relaxation, harvest decisions for each
stand remain binary and constraints ensure a minimal total
acreage in mature forest patches, but no spatial relationships
for opening size or patch size are included.

For each selection/penalty pairing we ran the GA 50, 30,
and 20 times for landscapes A, B, and C, respectively. Opting
for less runs on the larger landscapes reflects a compromise
between computational effort and confidence in results. All
initial solutions in the population were generated randomly.
We opted to compare selection/penalty pairing at two
different generation counts, which varied with landscape.
For landscape A we compared strategies after 750 and 1500
generations. The maximum generation counts increased
to 1500/3000 and 1500/6000 for landscapes B and C,
respectively. The increase in the maximum generation count
is not proportional to the increase in problem size, reflecting
a compromise between solution quality and computational
effort. After identifying a superior selection/penalty pairing
we then raise the maximum generation count to 10 000 for a
single run.

The final stage of the experimental design is identifi-
cation of appropriate validation methods. Bettinger et al.
[65] identify six levels of validation for heuristics, which
range from no validation to comparison with known optima.
Level 2, which includes establishing average performance and
which we present here, is encouraged in all applications.
Level 3 validation, which we also perform, compares the
proposed heuristic’s performance to other standard heuris-
tics. As stated earlier, we consider proportional selection as
the standard implementation of GA in forest planning and
compare its performance to various tournament strategies.
Lastly, as Level 6 (known as optimal comparison) was
infeasible due to problem size [7, 26], we opted for Level 5
validation by comparing our results to relaxed LP solutions
(TUB).

We solved the TUB problems to within 0.00001% of
optimal using the GAMS software and the CPLEX MIP
solver. We processed the data and generated the GAMS
input files using Microsoft Visual Studio and Visual Basic
for Applications. We developed our GA in Microsoft Visual
C++ 6.0 and generated results on a computer with a dual-
core 2.2 GHz processor and 2 GB DDR2 SDRAM.

5. Results

Computation time was comparable between strategies for
each landscape, with proportional selection on average

slightly longer than tournament selection, but not signifi-
cantly so. Solution time increased dramatically with problem
size. Average solution times for landscape A were 10 seconds
(750 generations) and 18 seconds (1500 generations). For
landscape B average times increased to 627 seconds (1500
generations) and 1326 seconds (3000 generations) seconds,
and further to 2695 seconds (1500 generations) and 10 044
seconds (6000 generations) for landscape C. These roughly
correspond to 83.33, 2.26, and 0.60 generations per second
for landscapes A, B, and C, respectively. Thus, a 10-fold
increase in integer decision variables led to a more than
100-fold increase in computing time per generation. Had
we opted to increase population size with landscape size, we
expect this ratio would be much greater.

Our GA was able to identify feasible solutions within
94.82%, 90.91%, and 89.65% of the estimated TUB for
landscapes A, B, and C, respectively. To reiterate, the TUB
is calculated without spatial constraints limiting the size
of harvest openings and mature forest patches. Similar
results (in terms of solution quality) were reported by
Crowe and Nelson [22] when using simulated annealing to
solve the area-restricted model and by Caro et al. [8] for
a more ecologically focused harvest schedule solved with
tabu search. For all landscapes the algorithm was able to
consistently identify feasible solutions.

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 display box plots of the various
selection/penalty strategies applied to each test instance
(landscape + generation count). Static and dynamic penalty
strategies for the same selection strategy are displayed side
by side (static on the left side). Reading from left to
right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with
various competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U”
corresponds to the strategy wherein q was sampled from a
uniform distribution over the range (2, 10), and the label
“q = 2–7” corresponds to the strategy where q increased
from 2 to 7 during the search. Tables 3 and 4 compare
results for the various selection/penalty strategies on the
basis of best (Table 3) and average (Table 4) solution quality,
expressed in percentage of the estimated trivial upper bound
(TUB).

The best performing selection/penalty pairings varied
with landscapes and with the maximum generation count.
Across landscapes the dynamic penalty method achieved
the highest overall and average solution quality. Behav-
ior for landscape A across generation counts was gen-
erally consistent, with proportional/dynamic superior in
both cases (750 and 1500 generations). The top three
selection/penalty strategies for landscape A (1500 gener-
ations), in order, were proportional/dynamic (94.82%),
q = U/static (93.07%), and q = 7/static (93.06%).
For landscapes B and C after only 1500 generations
tournament selection outperformed proportional selection,
independent of implementation. After letting the search
continue for additional generations however proportional
selection’s relative performance improved. The top three
strategies for landscape B (3000 generations), in order, were
q = 7/dynamic (90.91%), q = 2–7/dynamic (90.50%),
and proportional/dynamic (90.42%). On landscape C,
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Table 2: Description of simulated landscapes; MO stands for minimal acres required to be in old-growth patches of a minimum size and
TUB represents the nonspatial trivial upper bound as estimated using GAMS.

Landscape Total area (ha) Units MO (ha) TUB ($)

A 202.34 (500 ac) 100 40.47 (100 ac) 857077.28

B 1011.71 (2500 ac) 500 202.34 (500 ac) 3663275.48

C 9995.74 (24,700 ac) 1000 2023.43 (5000 ac) 37808102.09

Table 3: Best solutions for landscapes A, B, and C. We present the best solution in terms of percent of trivial upper bound (TUB), for
each selection/penalty combination. The secondary column heading represents the maximum number of generations. PROP: Proportional
selection; BIN DT: Binary, deterministic tournament; 7 DT: A deterministic tournament with 7 competitors; U(2, 10) DT: A deterministic
tournament with the number of competitors sampled from a uniform distribution on the range (2, 10); 2–7 DT: A deterministic tournament
where the number of competitors increases from 2 to 7 throughout the course of the search.

Penalty Selection
Landscape A Landscape B Landscape C

750 1500 1500 3000 1500 6000

Static

PROP 88.04 92.39 78.66 87.64 68.90 86.74

BIN DT 87.72 91.83 82.52 88.03 72.97 83.86

7 DT 86.94 93.06 84.24 89.85 73.43 84.10

U(2, 10) DT 87.51 93.07 83.66 89.36 73.70 83.82

2–7 DT 87.67 92.35 83.03 88.71 72.64 83.94

Dynamic

PROP 89.70 94.82 79.84 90.42 70.11 89.65

BIN DT 85.44 91.89 82.51 89.66 71.97 85.92

7 DT 87.77 92.73 85.03 90.91 72.69 84.56

U(2, 10) DT 87.90 91.80 84.10 90.27 72.75 84.33

2–7 DT 87.03 91.85 85.35 90.50 74.00 84.34
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Figure 1: Results for Landscape A, 750 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.
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Figure 2: Results for Landscape A, 1500 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.
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Table 4: Average solutions for landscapes A, B, and C. We present the average solution in terms of percent of trivial upper bound (TUB), for
each selection/penalty combination. The secondary column heading represents the maximum number of generations. PROP: Proportional
selection; BIN DT: Binary, deterministic tournament; 7 DT: A deterministic tournament with 7 competitors; U(2, 10) DT: A deterministic
tournament with the number of competitors sampled from a uniform distribution on the range (2, 10); 2–7 DT: A deterministic tournament
where the number of competitors increases from 2 to 7 throughout the course of the search.

Penalty Selection
Landscape A Landscape B Landscape C

750 1500 1500 3000 1500 6000

Static

PROP 83.85 89.13 75.11 85.99 65.08 85.78

BIN DT 82.61 87.63 80.19 86.84 69.96 82.33

7 DT 82.11 88.31 80.98 87.86 70.22 81.60

U(2, 10) DT 81.98 88.71 80.83 87.11 70.94 81.93

2–7 DT 82.23 87.77 80.59 87.42 70.39 82.28

Dynamic

PROP 85.38 89.78 75.94 86.41 66.83 88.00

BIN DT 78.68 85.04 79.85 87.86 68.97 83.80

7 DT 80.05 84.48 81.10 88.31 68.54 82.29

U(2, 10) DT 78.80 86.03 81.17 88.20 69.41 83.08

2–7 DT 77.86 86.29 80.87 87.84 69.56 82.48
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Figure 3: Results for Landscape B, 1500 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.

proportional selection clearly outperformed all forms of
tournament selection, with the dynamic penalty approach
significantly outperforming the static approach. The top
three strategies on landscape C were proportional/dynamic
(89.65%), proportional/static (86.74%), and binary (q = 2)/
dynamic (85.92%). Considering average performance, the
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Figure 4: Results for Landscape B, 3000 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.

best selection/penalty pairs for landscapes A (1500 genera-
tions), B (3000 generations), and C (6000 generations) were
proportional/dynamic (89.78%), q = 7/dynamic (88.31%),
and proportional/dynamic (88.00%), respectively. Based on
these results we selected the proportional/dynamic strategy
for further experimentation.
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Figure 5: Results for Landscape C, 1500 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.
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Figure 6: Results for Landscape C, 6000 generations. This figure
presents a box-plot of solution quality (NPV; y-axis) for each paired
selection/penalty strategy tested. The x-axis displays the strategy;
static and dynamic penalty strategies for the same selection strategy
are displayed side by side (static on the left side). Reading from
left to right, the first selection strategy presented is proportional
selection and the rest are deterministic tournaments with various
competitor pool sizes (q). The label “q = U” corresponds to the
strategy wherein q was sampled from a uniform distribution over
the range (2, 10), and the label “q = 2–7” corresponds to the
strategy where q increased from 2 to 7 during the search.
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Figure 7: Solution Quality versus Generation Count, single run
of algorithm over 10 000 generations. Values of zero indicate that
the population was comprised of infeasible solutions. All three
trajectories were created using proportional selection paired with
the dynamic penalty strategy.

Figure 7 graphs solution quality against generation count
for the three landscapes, using a single run of the propor-
tional/dynamic strategy. After 10 000 generations our GA
was able to find solutions within 95.99% (121 seconds),
97.88% (4752 seconds), and 92.68% (17 388 seconds) of
TUB, for landscapes A, B, and C, respectively. The algo-
rithm’s performance reached an asymptote after only 3607
generations for landscape A, but was still improving at 10 000
generations for both landscapes B and C. Extending the
evolutionary search from 750 to 1500 generations on land-
scape A improved solution quality from 82.73% to 90.46%
of TUB (9.3% improvement). Extending the search through
10 000 generations improved performance to 95.99% of TUB
(6.1% improvement over quality at 1500 generations). With
landscape B, solution quality increased from 77.05% to
89.67% of TUB from 1500 to 3000 generations (16.37%
improvement), and further to 97.88% (9.16% improvement)
after an additional 7000 generations. With landscape C,
solution quality increased from 79.25% to 88.92% of TUB
from 1500 to 6000 generations (29.66% improvement), and
further to 92.68% (4.22% improvement) after an additional
4000 generations.

As stated earlier, a common alternative to a maximum
generation count is to cease the evolutionary search after a
sequence of nonimproving generations. Using 50 consecutive
generations without improvement as the trigger and assess-
ing the results presented in Figure 7, the algorithm would
have stopped after 1729, 4741, and 9569 generations for land-
scapes A, B, and C, respectively. At these generation counts,
solution quality was 93.10% (A), 94.91% (B), and 92.33%
(C) of TUB. Extending to 100 consecutive generations,
search would have ceased after 1890 and 4791 generations
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for landscapes A and B, respectively. For Landscape C the
algorithm would have continued to search beyond 10 000
generations. Solution quality at these generation counts was
93.37% (A) and 94.91% (B) of TUB.

6. Discussion

Analysis of our results indicates the presence of some note-
worthy trends. The best overall strategy appears to be propor-
tional selection paired with the dynamic penalty approach.
Expectedly, solution quality improves with increasing gener-
ation count. For a given generation count, solution quality
worsens with increasing problem size, which agrees with
other results from application of metaheuristics to spatial
forest planning [8, 22]. This indicates that larger problems
take more time to solve. Tournament selection initially
outperforms proportional selection, but given additional
generations proportional selection appears at least as good
if not superior, especially in the case of landscape C. This
finding is suggestive of premature convergence, and may be
attributed to a poor balance between selection pressure and
solution disruption. Similarly, within tournament strategies,
solution quality appears influenced by an inverse relationship
between problem size and selection pressure. As problem size
increases selection strategies with lower selection pressure
perform better. Compare, for instance, the performances of
the binary (q = 2) tournament with the q = 7 tournament
across the landscapes (Figures 2, 4, and 6).

There is not a compelling reason to opt for dynamic
tournament sizing, at least as implemented. This conclusion
however could relate more to the selection pressure than the
temporal nature of the tournament sizing, as both dynamic
strategies (q = U , q = 2–7) are effectively bounded in
terms of competitors per tournament by the two static
strategies (q = 2, q = 7). On average the q = U strategy
has 6 competitors per tournament, so that it performed
similarly to the 7 DT strategy is sensible. Why the 2–7 DT
did not perform as well is not clear, though in hindsight
it might make more sense to try a q = 7–2 approach to
reduce selection pressure further into the search and prevent
premature convergence.

Our results regarding selection strategies generally dis-
agreed with our own preliminary results. That is, tournament
selection did not appear to perform as well as we had
expected, relative to proportional selection. One possible
explanation is simply the No Free Lunch theorem [66],
which states that there is no algorithm that is superior across
all problem classes. However, as we stated above, another
explanation is an imbalance between selection pressure and
solution disruption. The imbalance is related to problem size,
so that for the small problem solved initially, tournament
schemes with a large number of competitors appeared
to perform well. The limited role of recombination and
mutation in our experiments may have also contributed
to this imbalance, especially for high-pressure tournament
strategies (q = 7, q = U , q = 2–7). It may therefore
be advisable to pair tournament-based strategies with alter-
nate diversity-preserving mechanisms. One candidate is to

employ a more disruptive recombination operator, such as
2-point or uniform crossover.

Results regarding static versus dynamic penalties are
mixed, though on balance the dynamic approach appears
superior. For landscape A the static approach yields better
solutions (best and average) across tournament strategies,
with the opposite being true for landscapes B and C. For
proportional selection the dynamic strategy is always dom-
inant. The dynamic approach exhibits greater variability,
but from the box plots it is clear that a random draw
from the dynamic subpopulation would in most cases have
a higher expectation than from the static. The difference
between penalty approaches becomes more marked after
additional generations, meaning the algorithm can likely
identify solutions closer to the edge of the solution space after
more time spent intensively searching around the constraint
boundaries.

7. Conclusions

We presented the design of a dynamic genetic algorithm for
spatially constrained, ecologically oriented forest planning
problems, and demonstrated that our GA could find high-
quality, feasible solutions. Our design approach incorporated
principles from tabu search, in particular the ideas of
strategic oscillation, reactive search, and random tabu tenure.
We applied those ideas in the abstract to update penalty
functions and tournament sizing. Results indicate that
tournament selection, though theoretically attractive, may
become increasingly susceptible to premature convergence
as problem size increases. It is therefore important to
pair selection strategies with suitable disruptive operators.
Despite this apparent flaw, tournament selection was still
able to identify high-quality solutions, often very close to or
better than solutions obtained by proportional selection. The
overall satisfactory performance of the GA is attributed in
part to the inherent ability of population-based algorithms to
retain diversity in the solution space in the face of increasing
selection pressure.

Our results also demonstrated that applying dynamic
penalty rates based on population-level metrics can yield
improvements relative to a static approach. This represents
a novel application of strategic oscillation, seeking to direct
the entire population toward constraint boundaries. Propor-
tional selection paired with our dynamic penalty approach
appeared the best overall strategy. Conceptually this has
merits; low selection pressure may promote the mating of
infeasible, penalized solutions near constraint boundaries
that might otherwise lose in a deterministic tournament.
Applying penalties, static or dynamic, is essentially a scaling
transformation, biasing the evolutionary search for feasible
solutions.

There are several promising avenues for future research.
An idea we promoted here is to pursue exploration of
common threads among metaheuristics. Though others have
promoted the idea of hybridizing heuristics (e.g., [13]), our
approach pairs and adapts concepts rather than iteratively
switching between search strategies. Parallel implementation
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would dramatically reduce computing times and may render
void the common complaint that GAs are slow compared to
other heuristics (though the neighborhood search of tabu
search can also be implemented in parallel). Tournament
selection in particular lends itself well to parallel processing.
Of the ideas we introduced, such as dynamic tournament
sizing and penalty functions, we only briefly explored
possible implementations. Tournament size, for instance,
could increase based upon metrics regarding heterogeneity
of the population rather than a simple generational count.
Dynamic recombination and mutation could also be pursued
and could be modified in concert with tournament sizing
to balance selection pressure and disruption throughout the
search process.

It is possible that alternate implementations of the
dynamic approach could yield more improvements. One
suggestion is to tailor the updating of penalty parameters
to the specific constrai nts. In our experience the maximum
opening size and old-growth constraints were by far the
most limiting. Thus it may not be appropriate to trigger
penalty updating according to the same rubric for all sets of
constraints; experimenting with different values for Pr j and
Mj may yield improved results. Additionally, after a sequence
of feasible generations penalty parameters drop near zero,
resulting in a subsequent sequence of infeasible generations.
It might make sense to instead employ floor functions for
penalty parameters for particularly difficult constraints to
still encourage searching around constraint boundaries while
trying to avoid prolonged periods of infeasibility. Other
functional forms for penalties may prove beneficial, such
as the parabolic function employed by Falcão and Borges
[34, 38], and it may be that dynamic penalty coefficients
should only be applied to certain constraints.

Future work could also evaluate the interaction between
termination criteria and selection strategies. We found that
instead using sequences of consecutive generations without
improvement as the criterion would have led to a longer
search (beyond 1500, 3000, and 6000, for landscapes A, B,
and C, resp.) and would have likely yielded improvements,
at least for proportional selection. With high-competitor
tournament selection to the contrary, higher pressure to
converge may trigger the criterion earlier, resulting in even
worse relative performance.

Future work could also extend the model formulation to
include additional planning concerns, such as road building
and volume flows over time. Even-flow constraints can
increase problem complexity when using exact techniques
and the cluster-packing formulation [5], but in the author’s
collective experience even-flow constraints are not the
most limiting or difficult constraints to satisfy when using
metaheuristic solution techniques. In related applications,
authors employing GA have not reported significant diffi-
culty in achieving volume-based constraints (e.g., [34, 36,
38, 42]). Further, in some harvest scheduling applications
with ecological objectives authors have likewise excluded
volume constraints (e.g., [31, 33]). We do not anticipate that
the absence of such constraints from experimental results
presented here would affect the major implications of this
research.

As landscapes grew in size and number of units it became
increasingly difficult to reach feasible solutions, especially
with respect to the old-growth constraint. The degree to
which this is influenced by initial age-class distribution is
unknown, though for future work we could experiment
with varying the initial age-class distribution. Our landscape
simulation code did not intentionally create clumps of
similarly aged harvest units, so it may be that from the outset
the landscapes had very few possibilities for feasible patches
through time. Because the algorithm using penalties alone
had difficulty finding feasible solutions for larger problems,
we opted to retain an archive of feasible solutions. The
archive works just like an elitist archive, but instead stores
known feasible solutions for possible reintroduction into
the population at some future generation when the best
solution is infeasible. The use of both elitist and feasible
archives necessitates a replacement strategy, and future work
could also investigate alternate strategies such as random
replacement or replacement by age rather than by the worst
fitness.

We make no claim that genetic algorithms or particular
selection/penalty schemes are superior for this or any other
class of forest planning problem, but do recommend that
practitioners consider more than just the canonical version
when using genetic algorithms. We also recommend that
the field of forest planning integrate with evolutionary
computation advancements in order to stay on cutting edge
of heuristics (as we should stay on the cutting edge of exact
methods). For many practitioners solving complex spatial
problems, use of exact solutions is simply not an option.
Sessions et al. [67], for instance, present a spatial planning
model for the Tillamook State Forest in Oregon that includes
over a million integer decision variables. At a time where
planning is increasingly incorporating spatially oriented
ecological goals, there is a need within the forest plan-
ning community to continue development of appropriate,
proven heuristics. The wealth of literature from nonforestry
disciplines devoted to genetic algorithms and the broader
field of evolutionary computation is a valuable resource
that can inform forest researchers and planners seeking to
design efficient and effective genetic algorithms to facilitate
planning. The wide variety of possible implementations
highlights the “art” of heuristic design, emphasizing the need
for initial exploration and experimentation and thoughtful
design.
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